Questions surrounding liability and insurance for singing groups on Sing
Ireland and BHP Group Insurance schemes
Note: If you are not insured through BHP on this scheme, we advise you to go talk to your insurance
company to find out about Covid cover.

Any update on the potential cost of insurance policy that indemnifies both the singing group, and the
group running the rehearsal premises, in the event that someone contracts Covid 19 due to negligence on
your part.
As always, we would ask all clients to ensure that the venues they use are insured by the property owner. If
someone suffers a loss as a result of a defect in the property, liability must fall back onto the property
owner. The most important thing to remember is that liability claims involving Covid 19 are not excluded
under Allianz. If your group receive a solicitor’s letter, your Insurer will answer the letter and defend the
group. The third party suing your group will have to prove that your group’s negligence resulted in them
contacting the virus.
Is singing outdoors, in a park/woods for example, going to be covered by insurance?
The short answer is yes. Your insurance cover is not tied to one location and will follow the group within
the Republic of Ireland. Please still ensure to continue following HSE guidelines regarding Social distance.
What happens if as a group we are found to be negligible?
As of yet, there has been no claims made against groups on the scheme in relation to contracting Covid 19.
These policies cover the group’s legal liability if their negligence has resulted in a loss to a third party. As
previously mentioned there is no Covid 19 exclusion for liability claims. In the event that your group were
somehow found negligent for causing an individual to contract Covid 19, your Insurers will defend you.
What measures do our committee need to put in place if we can get back to indoor practice. Can the
committee be held responsible if a choir member catches Covid at practice.
When you are meeting as a group you will need to ensure that you are fulfilling all HSE and government
guidelines regarding social distancing and PPE equipment. Once this is being done, your insurance cover
will continue as normal. Additionally it would be best practice to draft up a risk assessment. Please ensure
to highlight the risks involved going back to practicing indoors and what measures you as a group are
going to take to reduce these risks.
Will Choir insurance increase as a result of the risks of group gatherings and Covid?
At this point Insurers have not given any indication that premium costs for Sing Ireland will increase due
to Covid. It is important to remember that any liability claim made against a group will have an impact on
the premium at renewal. If the overall scheme performs poorly in terms of claims, more than likely
Insurers will be forced to apply a general rate increase. We work with Allianz every day and as previously
mentioned there is no indication that we will see an overall rate increase for the scheme. Please bare in
mind that the minimum premium that Allianz would offer on the general Community and Voluntary
scheme insurance is €275.00
More information on the scheme can be found HERE. If you have any further questions on the BHP scheme please
contact Lily or Dermot at 061234823 or by emailing info@singireland.ie or contact Paul Bambrick CIP, Client Service
Executive, E pbambrick@bhpinsurance.ie DD 01 409 2650, T 01 427 7600

